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10. On Siegel Eigenforms

By Nobushige KUROKAWA
Department of Mathematics, Tokyo Institute of Technology

(Communicated by Kunihiko KODAIRA, M. J. A., Jan. 12, 1981)

Introduction. We note some properties of Siegel eigenforms of
general degree relating to the algebra of Hecke operators. We refer
to [5]-[7] for motivations and examples. (These examples satisfy the
"multiplicity one conjecture".)

1. Eigencharacters. For integers n>__l and k>__0, we denote by
M([’) the vector space over the complex number field C consisting of
all Siegel modular forms of degree n and weight k. The space of cusp
orms is S(F)=Ker(" M(Fn)M(F_)), where is the Siegel
operator. As usual we understand that M(Fo)=S(Fo)=C for k>_0;
see 3 for Siegel modular forms of degree zero. For each integer n
=>1, we denote by L=L( the abstract Hecke algebra of degree n over
C as in Andrianov [1, 1.3]. For each integer k=>0, we denote by r

=r)" L-Endc (M,(F)) the representation of L on M,(1-’n) defined in
Andrianov [1, (1.3.3)]. We denote by T--T(M(F,))=r(L) the C-algebra
o all Hecke operators on M(F). We put Home (T, C) (C-algebra
homomorphisms), and for each 2 e we put M(F, 2)= {f e M(F)ITf

2(T)f for all T T} and m(2)= dime M(1-’n 2) the "multiplicity" of .
We denote by A(T) { e :1 m(2)_>_ 1} the set of all "eigencharacters" of
T. Then A(T) <_ dime M(F), where A(T) denotes the cardinality of
A(T). A ormulation of the "multiplicity one conjecture" is that re(a)

1 for all e A(T). This is equivalent to the following equality A(T)
=dime M(F,), since we have M(F)=M(F 2) and dime M(F)
a re(a) where runs over A(T). We say that a modular form f in

M(F,) is an eigen modular form (or "eigenform")i f is a non-zero
modular form belonging to M,(F ;) for a e A(T). Such a is
uniquely determined by f, and we denote it by a(f). In this case we
denote by 2(T, f) the value of 2(f) at T e T" Tf=2(T, f)f. We write
,(m, f)=,(T(m), f) ior each integer m>=l, where T(m) e T is the Hecke
operator studied by Maass [8] normalized as in Andrianov [1, (1.3.15)].

The Fourier expansion of a modular form f in M,(F,) is denoted
by f= ,r_0 a(T, f)qr with qr exp (24&-- trace (TZ)) where Z is a
variable on the Siegel upper half space of degree n and T runs over
all n n symmetric semi-integral positive semi-definite matrices. Let
R be a subring of C. We put M(In)R {f e M(F)Ia(T, f) e R or all
T _>_ O} (an R-module) and M(Fn ,) M(F ,) fq M(F) (an R-


